Welcome the night.

Repeatedly recognized as a “Best Buy” in the premium category
by Consumers Digest, the TS 8.2 is luxury at its best!

At the end of the day, it isn’t really about the morning’s marathon meetings or the
afternoon’s deadlines. Or that tangled mess of bumpers called “commuter traffic.”
Or the three dozen cupcakes your child volunteered for the class. This is about
some You Time — just you and the comfortable relief of your Twilight Series spa by
Master Spas. Yes, this is where day meets night, and all is set right with your world.

HYDROTHERAPY JETS will enrich your
Twilight experience by providing stress
relief for every area of your body that
needs attention.

LOUNGE SEATING beckons to your
body, with every curve ergonomically designed to fit the contours of
your body and wrap you in ultimate
therapeutic comfort.

LOUNGE SEATING, finely crafted,
ergonomically designed.

DUAL-LOUNGE SEATING
is featured in the TS 87.3.

STRESSRELIEFTM
NECK AND SHOULDER SEAT

Now is the perfect time for Twilight. Life’s stresses punch no time card.
The hassles and hurries that dictate your days come and go as they please.
But your remedy — your relief — is ready and waiting for you. Slip in.
Relax. Recharge. The beauty of owning a Twilight Spa means that you
rule the best part of the day.

Twilight becomes the most treasured time of the day.

Your whole being will say “Ahh.”
Our exclusive Master BlasterTM Foot Therapy System features up to two Master Blaster clusters of individual
nozzles for a total of 28 powerful jets massaging your feet. The Master Blaster’s powerful pump is dedicated to
treating your feet to almost 200 gallons per minute of soothing, massaging jet action. Plus, our StressReliefTM
Neck and Shoulder Seat features strategically placed jets to provide the ultimate tension relieving massage in
an area we need it most. Just know that all of these components work together to give you all the benefits of
a full body massage.

Master ForceTM Bio-Magnetic Therapy System Master Spas is putting you
in complete control of your wellness. Used for centuries to help relieve
pain, improve circulation, reduce swelling, and alleviate stiffness, magnetic
therapy is being reborn in the world of modern medicine.
More doctors and physical therapists use magnetic therapy for the treatment
of back problems, arthritis and sports injuries. As a result, nearly 70
percent of all professional athletes use magnetic therapy for pain relief and
performance enhancement.
Our patented Master ForceTM Bio-Magnetic Therapy System applies
strategically placed magnets to two pressure points behind the neck, and
eight through the shoulders, back and seat areas in our exclusive reverse
molded StressRelief™ Neck and Shoulder Seat.

STRESSRELIEFTM NECK AND SHOULDER
SEAT (shown right) features strategically
placed jets and magnets to provide the
ultimate tension relieving therapy.

MASTER BLASTERTM FOOT MASSAGE

MAST3RPURTM The synergistic blend
of three proven natural sanitizers
provides water quality and spa care
not found in any other spa, including
salt systems.

CASCADE WATERFALLS and topside
controls create the perfect soothing
calm at the push of a button — sounds
of tranquility usher away the day.

UV-C LIGHT When germicidal UV-C
light is exposed to water it inactivates
microorganisms and breaks down
chloramines.

QuietFlo Water Care System

We learned a long time ago that hot tubs
are meant to enjoy and not to take care

Our optional energy efficient circulation pump

of. That’s why we developed our unique,

circulates up to 30 gallons of water per minute. This

patented EcoPur® Filtration System to take

advanced system enhances the purity of the water

the work out of it and keep the enjoyment

while interacting with the heater, ozone system,

in your everyday hot tub use. Our filtration system consists of dual

patented EcoPur® Filtration System, as well as the

filters including our proprietary EcoPur® and our state-of-the-art

optional Mast3rPur™ Water Management System.

Corona Discharge Ozone Injection System. Rest assured that your
Twilight Series spa is built to be ready for you at any time while
limiting any time-consuming hassles of taking care of it.

Simply Pure,
Naturally

Mast3rPurTM Water Management System*
The synergistic blend of three proven natural sanitizers provides water quality
and spa care not found in any other spa, including salt systems. The Mast3rPurTM
Water Management System dramatically reduces harsh chemical consumption,
like chlorine, while removing many heavy metals and chloramines for water that
looks crystal clear, smells fresh, and has a silky feel.

THE POWER OF 3:
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When absorbed in water, ozone kills
pathogens and microorganisms,
destroys organics, and oxidizes
non-organic contaminants.
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When germicidal UV-C light is exposed to
water it inactivates microorganisms and
breaks down chloramines.
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The unique combination of copper and zinc in the
patented EcoPur® filters creates an electro-chemical
reaction to eliminate many microorganisms and
remove heavy metals such as lead and mercury.

AOP

Each of the three elements are proven effective water management tools but when they are combined, their synergy makes
them dramatically more effective through a chemical reaction known as Advanced Oxidation Process (AOP). AOP is superior
to other systems because it produces powerful hydroxyl radicals that maximize disinfection and reduces chloramines fast and
effectively. Clean, clear, fresh smelling, and silkier water is available now with less work...another innovative, exclusive benefit
only available through Master Spas.

* The Mast3rPurTM option is only available on spas equipped with the QuietFlo Water Care System.

Everything about a Twilight Series spa is delightfully stress-free.
Controls offer one-touch digital ease and consistency so you can truly
relax while your spa does all the work. Therapeutic water jets synchronize
with soothing sound and lighting systems. The optional Afterglow Jet
Package brings a brilliant kaleidoscope of colors through the jets in your
Twilight Series spa to further enhance your relaxation experience, while
the standard Orion Light System™ beautifully illuminates the cascading
waterfall and topside controls. With a Twilight Series spa, you can
live in the moment amid quality and tranquility.

Any time is a good time for Twilight.

ORION LIGHTS

AFTERGLOW JETS

AFTERGLOW JETS The optional Afterglow Jet Package
brings a brilliant kaleidoscope of colors through the jets in
your Twilight Series spa to further enhance your relaxation
experience.

ORION LIGHT SYSTEMTM provides underwater LEDs and
illuminates the cascade waterfall and topside controls.

AFTERGLOW JETS

SAVOR THE RELIEF
The experience can be refreshing; the results,
remarkable. Twilight Series spas are designed
to help you relax and restore your senses.

Noise Reduction System
The little things in life make such a big difference for us. It could be the smile of a young child at
the end of a long day or maybe it’s the fact you hit all the green lights on your morning commute.
One thing that’s been more difficult to find in these busy times is a quiet, relaxing place to rejuvenate yourself. At Master Spas, we’ve been building Ultimate Relaxation Machines for over 30
years and relaxing hundreds of thousands of happy Master Spas owners. Now the most relaxing
spas in the world just got even better with our exclusive Noise Reduction System (NRS).
The NRS is a result of advanced engineering innovation that reduces pump and motor vibration by
150% over the industry standard mounting system, making it even easier to find your quiet place.
With the exclusive Noise Reduction System from Master Spas, if you listen close enough...
you won’t hear it.

Less Noise = More Relaxing
X = Horizontal Vibration
X

Y = Transverse Vibration
Y

Z = Vertical Vibration
Z

Industry Standard
X = Horizontal Vibration
X

Y = Transverse Vibration
Y

Z = Vertical Vibration
Z

Master Spas Noise Reduction System

NRS The heart of Master Spas
Noise Reduction System is the
unique motor mount developed
by Master Spas’ world-class
engineers and our industry-leading
suppliers.

Energy Efficient
Environmentally-friendly Icynene foam insulation makes a Twilight Series spa one of the most energy-efficient
spas in the industry. The Icynene Insulation System expands to 100 times its initial volume in seconds
to insulate and air-seal the spa envelope. The resulting blanket of soft foam insulation forms a continuous
thermal barrier that eliminates cold spots and significantly reduces energy costs. A consistent, comfortable
temperature is maintained inside the spa, while cold air is kept outside, and condensation, mold and mildew
prevented. Unlike urethane foam-based systems, which lose half their R value in as little as 2 years, Icynene
maintains its insulation value for the life of your Twilight Spa.
Every Twilight Series spa is built to not only meet but to exceed the stringent California Energy Commission
(CEC) efficiency standards. All resulting in what really matters – a superior energy-efficient hot tub and
savings for you and your monthly utility bill.

Easy to ow n, easy to enjoy

WELCOME WINTER Twilight Series
spas are among the most energyefficient spas in the industry. Better
insulation means low energy costs.

MASTER SPAS has a hot tub to fit any
need or desire. We purposely create
spas that will complement your
individual lifestyle.

MASTER CRAFTED Our mold resistant
coated wood frame is heavy-duty 2x4,
engineered to reduce moisture absorption.

Premium Options

FUSION SOUND SYSTEM Every
Twilight Series spa may be
equipped with an optional sound system
to provide rich, beautiful sound.

QUIETFLO WATER CARE SYSTEM
Our advanced energy-efficient
circulation pump enhances the purity
of the water.

Deluxe Fusion BT Sound System
includes a docking station and an FM
Tuner controlled through the water
resistant remote control. It also includes
four marine grade speakers, subwoofer
and Bluetooth capability.

MAST3RPUR™ WATER
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
A synergistic blend of three proven
natural water sanitizers that when
combined makes them dramatically
more effective through a chemical
reaction known as Advanced Oxidation
Process. This results in clean, clear,
fresh smelling, and silkier water. The
Mast3rPurTM option is only available on
spas equipped with the QuietFlo Water
Care System.
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Deluxe Fusion Air Sound System
includes Bluetooth capability for streaming your favorite music plus an FM Tuner
controlled through the water resistant
remote control, four marine grade
speakers, and a subwoofer.
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Fusion Air Sound System includes
Bluetooth capability for streaming your
favorite music through two marine grade
speakers.

AFTERGLOW JET PACKAGE
illuminates the larger crystal-like
jets in your spa.

WI-FI MODULE Remotely control
the operations of your spa via an
integrated Wi-Fi module that works with
through a spa control app.

VAC FORMED ABS PAN BOTTOM
finishes the frame with a vac
formed, high density ABS base that
helps keep the heat in and unwanted
pests out.
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Shell Options

TWILIGHT SERIES 8.2
Seating Capacity

6

Dimensions
(inches/cm)

94"x 94"x 38"
(239 cm x 239 cm x 97 cm)

Gallons

380

Weight (Dry/Full)

755 lbs. / 5,035 lbs.

Pumps

2

Number of Jets

44 Jets (2 Master Blasters)

Water Features

3

Filtration

EcoPur®

We offer a selection of versatile colors to perfectly compliment your home.

LED Lighting

Orion Light SystemTM

STANDARD COLORS

Noise Reduction System

Standard

Premium Options

Sterling Silver

F W Q M A V

Sierra

PREMIUM COLORS

Midnight Canyon

Tuscan Sun

Storm Clouds

Oceanwave Opal

Cameo

Silk

Skirt Options
Match the color of your spa with the skirting of your choice for a distinctive combination
that’s truly your own. Choose from the standard DuraMaster Premium™ polymer skirting
or the MasterTech™ skirt that has the look of real wood, but is virtually maintenance free.
For the ultimate in luxury, choose the convincing DreamStone™ synthetic rock skirt.
STANDARD
DuraMaster
Premium™

Portabello

Espresso

OPTIONAL
Walnut Grove

Driftwood

OPTIONAL
DreamStone™
Desert

Granite

TWILIGHT SERIES 8.35
Seating Capacity

7

Dimensions
(inches/cm)

94"x 94"x 38"
(239 cm x 239 cm x 97 cm)

Gallons

400

Weight (Dry/Full)

805 lbs. / 5,440 lbs.

Pumps

3

Number of Jets

53 Jets (2 Master Blasters)

Water Features

2

Filtration

EcoPur®

LED Lighting

Orion Light SystemTM

Noise Reduction System

Standard

Premium Options

F W Q M A V

NOTE: Some models are shown with optional Deluxe Fusion BT Sound System

TWILIGHT SERIES 8.3

TWILIGHT SERIES 87.3

Seating Capacity

6

Seating Capacity

5

Dimensions
(inches/cm)

94"x 94"x 38"
(239 cm x 239 cm x 97 cm)

Dimensions
(inches/cm)

94"x 84"x 38"
(239 cm x 213 cm x 97 cm)

Gallons

385

Gallons

310

Weight (Dry/Full)

805 lbs. / 5,130 lbs.

Weight (Dry/Full)

780 lbs. / 3,370 lbs.

Pumps

3

Pumps

3

Number of Jets

50 Jets (2 Master Blasters)

Number of Jets

49 Jets (2 Master Blasters)

Water Features

3

Water Features

3

Filtration

EcoPur

Filtration

EcoPur®

LED Lighting

Orion Light SystemTM

LED Lighting

Orion Light SystemTM

Noise Reduction System

Standard

Noise Reduction System

Standard

®

Premium Options
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TWILIGHT SERIES 8.25

Premium Options

F W Q M A V

TWILIGHT SERIES 7.2

Seating Capacity

7

Seating Capacity

5-6

Dimensions
(inches/cm)

94"x 94"x 38"
(239 cm x 239 cm x 97 cm)

Dimensions
(inches/cm)

84”x 84”x 38”
(213 cm x 213 cm x 97 cm)

Gallons

395

Gallons

305

Weight (Dry/Full)

755 lbs. / 5,345 lbs.

Weight (Dry/Full)

755 lbs. / 4,410 lbs.

Pumps

2

Pumps

2

Number of Jets

47 Jets (2 Master Blasters)

Number of Jets

36 Jets (2 Master Blasters)

Water Features

2

Water Features

2

Filtration

EcoPur®

Filtration

EcoPur®

LED Lighting

Orion Light System

LED Lighting

Orion Light SystemTM

Noise Reduction System

Standard

Noise Reduction System

Standard

Premium Options

TM

F W Q M A V

Premium Options
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TWILIGHT SERIES 7.25

TWILIGHT SERIES 6.2

Seating Capacity

6-7

Seating Capacity

5

Dimensions
(inches/cm)

84”x 84”x 38”
(213 cm x 213 cm x 97 cm)

Dimensions
(inches/cm)

78”x 78”x 34”
(198 cm x 198 cm x 86 cm)

Gallons

305

Gallons

250

Weight (Dry/Full)

785 lbs. / 4,625 lbs.

Weight (Dry/Full)

630 lbs. / 3,640 lbs.

Pumps

2

Pumps

2

Number of Jets

36 Jets (2 Master Blasters)

Number of Jets

30 Jets (1 Master Blaster)

Water Features

1

Water Features

2

Filtration

EcoPur®

Filtration

EcoPur®

LED Lighting

Orion Light SystemTM

LED Lighting

Orion Light SystemTM

Noise Reduction System

Standard

Noise Reduction System

Standard

Premium Options
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TWILIGHT SERIES 67.25

Premium Options

F W Q M A

TWILIGHT SERIES 240

Seating Capacity

4-5

Seating Capacity

2-3

Dimensions
(inches/cm)

70”x 84”x 34”
(178 cm x 213 cm x 86 cm)

Dimensions
(inches/cm)

78”x 78”x 34”
(198 cm x 198 cm x 86 cm)

Gallons

245

Gallons

205

Weight (Dry/Full)

530 lbs. / 3,500 lbs.

Weight (Dry/Full)

515 lbs. / 2,780 lbs.

Pumps

2

Pumps

2

Number of Jets

28 Jets (1 Master Blaster)

Number of Jets

26 Jets (1 Master Blaster)

Water Features

1

Water Features

1

Filtration

EcoPur®

Filtration

EcoPur®

LED Lighting

Orion Light SystemTM

LED Lighting

Orion Light SystemTM

Noise Reduction System

Standard

Noise Reduction System

Standard

Premium Options

F W Q M A

NOTE: Some models are shown with optional Deluxe Fusion BT Sound System

Premium Options

F W Q M A

THIS IS WHAT FREEDOM SOUNDS LIKE
No more demanding voices. No brash bells,
buzzers, ringtones, or horns. Only the soothing
sounds of your choosing. We call it Deluxe Fusion.

Relax, it’s all for you.

DELUXE FUSION BT SOUND SYSTEM
Bring your favorite music to life with the optional
Deluxe Fusion Sound System featuring a docking
station, water resistant remote control, four marine
grade speakers, subwoofer and Bluetooth capability.

HYDROTHERAPY JETS
From the full-body massage, to concentrated
neck and shoulder relief, to lounge and cool-down
seats, you get the spa experience that's just right for you.

ERGONOMIC DESIGN
Part of what makes every Twilight Series
spa a favorite among critics and customers
alike is the finely-crafted, form-fitting seats.

BLUETOOTH CAPABILITY
Our Fusion Sound System options include Bluetooth capability that enables you to
stream your favorite music as well as watch your favorite shows. Ask your dealer
about the optional waterproof iPad case and heavy duty suction stand.

Master Spas Cares For Cures

Master Spas is pleased and proud to assist two foundations
dedicated to finding and funding the cures for life-hindering diseases.
Along with the Lupus Foundation of America, we have initiated a campaign to help raise
awareness and find a cure for this debilitating disease that affects more than 1.5 million
Americans. Part of the profit from each “Lights for Lupus” spa model will go to the Lupus
Foundation. Together, we can fund and find the cure.
Master Spas has joined forces with the Vera Bradley Foundation for Breast Cancer to
eradicate breast cancer, a life-threatening disease, by providing financial support for
research and research-related projects.

Cares For Kids

Master Spas and their dealers were part of building a new school complex in 2013 for the NAZ
Children’s Centre in Rose Hall, Jamaica. This specialized school does an outstanding job with children
ages 4-11, as well as working with children with developmental problems. With every Master Spas
Swim Spa sold, a donation will be made to the NAZ Children’s Centre Scholarship Fund.
For more information, visit MasterSpas.com/cares

SPA

CERTIFIED
MANUFACTURER
TRADECERTIFIED.COM

2015

WITH TWILIGHT COMES THE CALM
Master Spas is an award winning designer and manufacturer of master-crafted
spa systems. Health and therapeutic relaxation is the catalyst behind every
Master Spas creation.

www.TwilightSeriesSpas.com
www.MasterSpas.com

The Best Buy Seal and other licensed materials are registered certification marks
and trademarks of Consumers Digest Communications, LLC, used under license.
For award information, visit ConsumersDigest.com

6927 Lincoln Parkway, Fort Wayne Indiana 46804 • 260 436 9100 • sales@masterspas.com
Master Spas reserves the right to change product specifications or features without notice. Master
Spas is a manufacturer of spas and related products, and we stand behind every product we produce
pursuant to those representations which are stated in our written limited warranty. Your dealer is an
independent businessperson or company and not an employee or agent of Master Spas, Inc. We cannot
and do not accept any responsibility or liability for any other representations, statements or contracts
made by any dealer beyond the provisions of our written limited warranty.
© 2016 Master Spas, Inc.
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